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Peacebuilding in Timor-Leste: Finding a Way
between External Intervention and Local

Dynamics

MARIA RAQUEL FREIRE and PAULA DUARTE LOPES

This article highlights the importance of interaction between peace missions and local
dynamics, drawing on Tsing’s work on frictions. It is centred on the United Nations
(UN) peace intervention in Timor-Leste, discussing different examples of frictions,
which have the potential to undermine or empower the peacebuilding efforts underway.
The analysis stresses the unpredictable effects of applying the UN liberal peace model. It
is argued that processes of friction, often consisting of an incremental build-up of inter-
mediate results shape and form the (un)sustainability of any peacebuilding process initiated
by an external intervention and, consequently, should be identified and analysed in order to
enhance or minimize their positive/negative contribution towards building peace.

Introduction

This paper adopts a critical approach to the United Nations’ (UN) liberal interven-
tionist peacebuilding model, assumed as universal and reflected in the mandates of
its differentiated missions in the field. The multidimensional nature of peacekeep-
ing missions has resulted in their increased responsibility for peacebuilding objec-
tives, for example, through the inclusion of institution-building and economic
reform aims in their mandates, as is visible in the case of Timor-Leste. The analysis
focuses on how the interaction between the UN model of intervention and local
dynamics takes place, following the analytical model of Anna Lowenhaupt
Tsing (2005) and her concept of frictions. Using Tsing’s concept of friction
permits a focus on the unpredictable effects that result from the implementation
of the UN model in its encounter with local cultural and power dynamics. It is
argued that the processes of friction constitute crucial elements of the (un)sustain-
ability of a peacebuilding process. Frictions should therefore be identified and ana-
lysed in order to enhance or minimize their empowering or undermining
contribution towards building peace. The article argues that the nature of friction,
and of the results it prompts, determines the potential (or not) for peacebuilding
efforts to be fully embedded in sustainable local context dynamics.

The case study of Timor-Leste gains relevance in this discussion because of the
depth and breadth of the UN intervention. It took the shape of a transitory admin-
istration governing the country in the first years, and subsequently assisted the newly
independent state and democratically elected government in their efforts to conso-
lidate governance capabilities towards the aim of peacebuilding. This intervention
encompassed several peace missions with mandates adapted sequentially to local
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changes. There is evidence that some of the mandates were defined with the input of
local governing elites, but the violent outbursts of 2006 may best be explained by
those voices that were never heard by the UN. Consequently, analysing different
examples of friction derived from the interaction between the UN model and
local dynamics, as well as their results, becomes crucial to better understand the
(un)sustainability of peacebuilding practices in Timor-Leste.

Building on Tsing’s work on frictions, the article starts by describing the fra-
mework wherein frictions are understood as processes which continuously gener-
ate readjustments by the actors on the ground. It then proceeds to briefly frame
UN policies and practices of intervention in the context of peacebuilding, high-
lighting the main dynamics associated with the UN liberal peace model and
how this was reflected in the missions deployed in Timor-Leste. The focus will
be on the frictions derived from the interaction between the United Nations Inte-
grated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT),1 as the main external actor, and the
Timorese government and other relevant agents. This contextualization paves
the ground for an analysis of the interaction between external and internal
actors regarding public security and democracy, here focused on election prac-
tices. The article concludes by demonstrating that these dynamics are not straight-
forward or linear. On the contrary, they vary in intensity, they may be
intertwined, and they change according to the political, economic and social con-
texts in which they are embedded. Thus, analysing frictions resulting from the
interaction between the external and the local is central to designing a sustainable
peacebuilding process, and allows these to be understood as embedded in local
dynamics of legitimacy and authority, and building on local ethno-practices
related to culture and language. Therefore, and in line with Tsing’s argument,
studying frictions when analysing peace missions reminds us of the importance
of interaction in defining the (un)sustainable path of a peacebuilding process.

The article draws extensively on fieldwork conducted in June–July 2012 in
Timor-Leste, which included primarily semi-structured qualitative interviews
focusing on the relation between the United Nations’ missions and the national
political, economic and social dynamics. The interviewees included Timorese
key political leaders and opinion-makers, foreign advisors, United Nations per-
sonnel as well as staff from other multilateral and bilateral aid agencies. The
authors gave particular attention to interviewees who had multi-mission experi-
ence to allow for a comparison on their own terms, which provided insightful
information. Information was also gathered from accounts provided by different
actors as the work proceeded. Finally, observation of the 2012 parliamentary
elections, where the authors were official accredited external observers, provided
another source of information. This took place in the District of Dili, in two sub-
districts: Cristo-Rei and Vera Cruz, and in each sub-district both urban and rural
voting centres were visited.

Frictions as Processes of Incremental Results

This paper draws on the concept of friction as developed by Tsing, according to
which frictions are ‘the awkward, unequal, unstable, and creative qualities of
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interconnection across difference’,2 that allows for ‘creative re-imaginations as an
organic response to “awkward engagements”’.3 The interrelation Tsing suggests
between the external and the local reveals the difficulties in engaging pre-defined
models, such as in this case of the UN model of intervention, taken as universal,
with the specificities of local realities. For instance, in Timor-Leste universal
schemes were applied directly without immediate local readjustment. Starting
from an ethnographic basis, Tsing argues that differentiated results from the uni-
versal model in distinct places are explained by their ethno-specific character-
istics. Therefore, understanding the quality of this ethnographic journey from
the external to the local makes a difference in unpacking the differentiated
responses to the universal approaches that are put in place.4 In this setting, she
draws attention to the need to look at innovative ways of engagement in these
external-local connections; the point of intersection where frictions are revealed.
Tsings’ argument rests on the fact that friction should be seen in this encounter
not as ‘as an emergent property’.5 Additionally, Tsing adds that in this journey,
‘friction reminds us that heterogeneous and unequal encounters can lead to
new arrangements of culture and power’.6 Therefore, her main argument is
that in the encounter between the universal and the local, differentiated results
will emerge, essentially due to specific ethnographic aspects that make action-
reaction-responses distinct from place to place. In fact:

Speaking of friction is a reminder of the importance of interaction in defin-
ing movement, cultural form, and agency. Friction is not just about slowing
things down. Friction is required to keep global power in motion. It shows
us. . . where the rubber meets the road. Roads are a good image for concep-
tualizing how friction works: Roads create pathways that make motion
easier and more efficient, but in doing so they limit where we go. The
ease of travel they facilitate is also a structure of confinement. Friction
inflects historical trajectories, enabling, excluding, and particularizing.7

The framework of analysis presented by Tsing is most useful in drawing attention
to the frictions that emerge from the encounter of the universal – in this case the
liberal peace model – with the local cultural and power dynamics. Frictions might
be understood as a process from which differentiated results emerge. This means
that in this external-local encounter it is possible to find casuistic moments as well
as processes in motion that might contribute to the consolidation of a certain
practice, or instead obstruct it. Looking at encounters in this way assists in
better explaining the differentiated results of peace missions and frictions’ poten-
tial in bringing (in)stability to the peace processes being developed, here in the
particular context of Timor-Leste.

Intervention models are not implemented in an empty context without rules of
conduct or without people that carry a history and have their own dreams.
Consequently, any type of external intervention produces friction as a result of
the interaction between external and local actors, and their objectives, experiences
and expectations.8 These frictions vary with context and over time, as well as
forming on-going processes of engagement which may contribute to the efforts
and goals of an intervention or, on the contrary, undermine them. Consequently,
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frictions may constitute episodes of incremental experiences, the results of
unplanned engagements, which may or may not trigger changes or adjustments
to the intervention policies and/or instruments. They constitute on-going processes
that support and/or undermine, in different moments, efforts developed by both
external and local actors towards building sustainable peace. These frictions may
be visible and evident, leading to policies and initiatives to either address them pre-
ventively or include them constructively. On other occasions they may be invisible
– or at least invisible to all, or some, relevant actors – and consequently, some
unexpected and seemingly unrelated event or dynamic can easily disrupt stability
and peace. Tsing’s framework is applied to the case of Timor-Leste through an
analysis of public security and democracy which shows how, in these two main
areas, frictions as processes are evidenced, suggesting a potential for frictions to
lead towards the (un)sustainability of the UN peacebuilding process being
developed.

United Nations: Building the Peace

The UN approach to peace missions has evolved both conceptually and in prac-
tice, with comprehensive multidimensional peace missions including long-term
objectives geared towards building sustainable peace. Its liberal content,
framed within the UN neoliberal model, became crystallized in the so-called
‘peacebuilding consensus’. This assumes the universal validity of liberal peace
premises and the consequent creation of an objective peace that can be repro-
duced internationally through reforms in conflict settings. In this way, inter-
national interventionism has promoted ‘peace as governance’ meaning the
implementation of reforms at local level, but where governance ‘becomes a key
tool and a key objective’ of the liberal peace model, resulting in an externally
led and designed peace.9 This has the potential to produce a detachment of the
locals from the process and contents, implying resistance and eventually
leading to unsuccessful results. The case of Timor-Leste illustrates well these
dynamics, for the extent of involvement of the UN, the different stages and chan-
ging modes of this involvement, and because some see it as an example of success-
ful intervention.10

Timor-Leste has been the stage for diverse UN missions, from assistance to the
popular consultation regarding its future status as an independent state, back in
1999, to the use of force in the face of violence, to the definition of an integrated
multidimensional mission in the post-violence setting of 2006. The United
Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) mission,
deployed in February 2000,11 was tasked with building the country and preparing
it for independence, scheduled for May 2002. UNTAET became, thus, respon-
sible for the administration of Timor-Leste, with executive, legislative and judi-
cial powers, until its independence. The focus on building a democratic state
reflected the top-down (outside-in) nature of the UN model of intervention.
The depth and extent of this mission not only created the foundations of the
Timorese state, but it also structurally influenced all subsequent missions as
well as the template used by the Timorese government for consolidating the
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state to this day.12 After independence, the UN downgraded its involvement in
Timor-Leste to a political office, which was ultimately revealed to be a premature
development given the fragile institutional, political, economic and social
context. The emergence of violence led to a more robust intervention and
finally in August 2006, the United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste
(UNMIT) was established,13 aiming at the development and capacitation of insti-
tutions, building on progress made at the level of governance, continuing the
process of transfer of responsibilities to the Timorese, and focusing on economic
and social development. Since the beginning, the intervention in Timor-Leste
demonstrated a preventive concern, but this was not only inadequate to reality,
but also reflected a significant temporal hiatus between decision-making and
implementation. With UNMIT the approach did not change:

. . . the international community returned in greater numbers, but with
essentially the same model that, apparently, had not served it so well in
the years before, namely large public sector development programmes
and a heavy emphasis on imparting ‘capacity’ through technical assistance.
Moreover, the basic human mode of delivery was also the same: individuals
drafted in from foreign fields and working in a context politically, culturally
and linguistically alien to them. A policy is only as good as the disposition
and skills of the persons charged with implementing it.14

Nevertheless, the 2007 parliamentary and presidential elections took place
without any major incidents, despite the politically volatile situation associated
with growing tensions within the security institutions, which eventually set the
context for the attempted murders of President Ramos-Horta and Prime-Minister
Xanana Gusmão on February 2008.15 The swift normalization after the instabil-
ity that these events generated, showed that the underlying situation was more
stable and predictable, allowing ‘UNMIT [to continue] its “one United Nations
system” approach, consistent with its integrated strategic framework’.16 The
2012 presidential and parliamentary elections led to the extension of UNMIT’s
mandate until December 2012 and were described as free and fair by national
and international observers. UNMIT activities are described as revealing signifi-
cant progress in the transition process, especially concerning public security, and
alternative scenarios for the future presence of the UN in Timor-Leste are under
discussion, reflecting the UN’s commitment to continue involvement in the
Timorese peacebuilding process.17

In June 2012, Timor-Leste celebrated the tenth anniversary of the restoration
of its independence. After one decade, and with a UN mission still present in the
country, Timorese political and security institutions are functioning, civil society
is slowly organizing, and the economic situation has improved with incoming
resources from the Oil Fund. However, structural problems remain at all of
these levels. The process of ‘Timorization’ – the local level assuming responsibil-
ity for decision shaping, making and implementation – has been taking place,
with the transference of competencies from the UN mission to the central auth-
orities, with a clear downsizing of UNMIT. According to the Acting Special
Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General (UNSRSG) to Timor-
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Leste, Mr. Finn Reske-Nielsen,18 Timor-Leste is stable and in the course of devel-
opment, allowing the decision to withdraw UNMIT by the end of 2012 and leave
a political delegation in the country, mainly with a monitoring mandate. The pol-
itical authorities and influential persons in Dili agree that it is time for UNMIT to
leave,19 not least because it would symbolize international recognition that the
country may follow its own path.

Still, as Lothe and Peake argue, ‘[in] Timor-Leste, as elsewhere, stabilisation
has proven unable to contend with the “underlying” causes or drivers of conflict,
including persistent political cleavages, ethnic and community divisions, and
social and economic inequalities’.20 The holding of free and fair elections,
though constituting a positive signal, is not sufficient to assure a democratic
path.21 The new government after the parliamentary elections of 2012 faces
the task of controlling corruption and putting in place an inclusive reform pro-
gramme. Capacity-building both in human and material terms has been referred
to as the main challenge for an independently run Timor-Leste. This is acknowl-
edged by the local authorities and is visible in the preparations for UNMIT’s suc-
cessor after its withdrawal, as well as initiatives to further bilateral cooperation.22

The central problem, however, remains local limited learning experience and
their insufficient acquisition of analytical decision-making and policy implemen-
tation skills. This issue refers directly to what has been called one of the main
faults of the UN presence in Timor-Leste, its inability to capacitate. In the
words of Lemay-Hebert, ‘local actors have to be recognized as true partners in
the statebuilding process rather than mere recipients of foreign aid’.23

The liberal agenda has unreflexively promoted Western values as superior to
non-liberal local and customary procedures,24 thus not taking into account the
coexistence between the formal and the informal as a reality in Timor-Leste,
where official and traditional are part of daily life. Local understandings about
UNMIT in the current context point to the fact that it has fulfilled its mandate,
that it is time to withdraw as it is now hampering the affirmation of the country’s
full sovereignty by maintaining a strong administrative-advising dependency
structure and a strong foothold in Timor’s everyday politics due to its mandate.
Dealing with the parallel functioning of formal and informal systems remains a
central feature of Timorese society, at all levels, an issue with which the UN
has always had difficulty dealing. For a better understanding of the evolving
course of Timor-Leste, the analysis of frictions is central, because it allows us
to investigate both opportunities and challenges in external-local interactions.

Frictions in Public Security and Democracy

In the case of Timor-Leste, we identified frictions as processes in two different
areas: public security and democracy. These areas have been considered
crucial to the UN’s efforts to promote peacebuilding in Timor-Leste and have
also constituted priority issues for the Timorese governments. Both public
security and democracy demonstrate how the interface between the external
and the local is complex and dynamic, and not a hierarchical structure where
the local will simply adjust to the external and, therefore, not making
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‘everything everywhere the same’. Furthermore, mapping the (dis)embedding
nature of these frictions towards the peacebuilding process becomes crucial to
promote its sustainability.

Public Security

The dimension of public security in Timor-Leste constitutes a good example to
illustrate how frictions in this case, potentially contribute to consolidating stab-
ility at different levels. At the level of interaction between national governmental
officials and the United Nations mission, after 2006, one can observe a high level
of planned and implemented collaboration. On 1 December 2006, the Acting
UNSRSG, Finn Reske-Nielsen, and the Timorese Prime-Minister, José Ramos-
Horta, signed an Arrangement,25 which included a Phased Approach to
UNMIT’s support to the PNTL (Polı́cia Nacional de Timor-Leste).26 The
implementation of this Phased Approach – initial, consolidation and full recon-
stitution phases – aimed at the creation of a Timorese autonomous and indepen-
dent, as well as operational and effective, police structure.

During the ‘initial phase’ (2006–2009), local police officers were structurally
subsumed under UN police (UNPOL) command, with the UN Police Commis-
sioner acting as the ‘interim PNTL General Commander’.27 From May 2009 to
March 2011, the ‘consolidation phase’ was implemented with the gradual hand-
over of responsibilities to PNTL, which became the primary actor responsible for
the conduct of police operations.28 This transfer was not time bound, but rather
based on benchmarks achieved and on performance targets attained, set out for
this purpose in the PNTL reform, restructuring and rebuilding plan.29 Addition-
ally, this collaboration was further developed in the field, by having UNPOL offi-
cers serving alongside PNTL police officers in order to ‘advise, support and assist
them in conducting police operations’.30 These joint teams in the field allowed for
UNPOL to conduct on-the-job-training.31

In the different interviews with both UN and Timorese governmental officials,
it became clear that the approach to training had been significantly reformed over
the course this arrangement between UNMIT and PNTL.32 It is regularly pointed
out that UNMIT has been the most multi-national mission with a record number
of contributing countries.33 However, this seemingly positive contribution was
also identified as a source of concern by the Timorese government. The pool of
UN members from which UN police officers came, included states with a ques-
tionable track record on democratic practices and human rights protection in
their own countries.34 In addition, the different UN police officers emphasized
different values, modes of conduct and procedural aspects when training Timor-
ese police forces, according to their various national experiences. This resulted in
an awkward and unexpected outcome which could have derailed the collabor-
ation between governmental and UN actors and undermined the consolidation
of the Timorese national police. However, the Timorese government identified
this friction early on and decided to become fully responsible for the recruitment
and training of PNTL forces, resorting to bilateral agreements with a few strategic
donor countries to guarantee the creation and consolidation of a well-trained
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police force, focused on upholding the Timorese Constitution and protecting
human rights.35

By March 2011, UNMIT handed over ‘to PNTL the responsibility for the
conduct and command and control of all police operations in Timor-Leste’ initi-
ating the ‘full reconstitution phase’.36 According to UNMIT Police Commis-
sioner, Luı́s Carrilho, the first phase required that UNPOL ‘maintained
security, public order and controlled crime’; then UNPOL focused on capacity-
building and on-the-job-training of PNTL officers; and currently ‘[they] meet at
the big events’,37 such as elections. The current PNTL General Commander,
Longuinhos Monteiro, concurred that 2012 will end with a ‘self-sustainable’
PNTL, and claimed that the departure of UNMIT ‘will not have much impact
on the operational activities’ of PNTL.38 This example provides a good illus-
tration of how a friction addressed in a timely fashion, contributed to support
the international (UN) and local (government) efforts towards creating a Timor-
ese autonomous police force.

At the local-local level, where people’s daily lives take place apart from the
Western understandings of the local,39 frictions become daily processes which
have the potential to erode stability in the everyday interaction between police
officers and the population. At this level, traditional authority leaders (liurais)
still manage conflicts in their communities (sucos),40 focusing on retribution
and the restoration of social order and harmony, and frictions have the potential
to occur. However, from our observation, at this level of interaction the frictions
are a process of constant interaction between the modern recently established
police structure and normative framework, and the traditional values and ways
of addressing conflicts. In one such case, during the ‘reconstitution phase’,
where PNTL is responsible for maintaining security, public order and controlling
crime, we were told that the police were called to a certain community due to a
murder. On arrival, the whole community was waiting for them and a row of
empty chairs was in place. The UN police officer remained behind, observing,
and the PNTL officer was received by the local liurai, who asked him to sit in
one of the chairs. They talked for a while among themselves and with others
also seated, with the remaining people of that small community surrounding
them. The PNTL officer returned to the car and informed the UN police officer
that the issue had already been resolved: another person had also died and the
liurai, the families of those involved and the community considered that justice
had been obtained. No police report on the incident was filed. Consequently,
there is no official record of this or any other similar occurrences.

This awkward engagement between the legal security structures and the tra-
ditional authority framework was, in our understanding, part of a friction. It is
a process that allows for continuity, which, in this case, meant a constant adjust-
ment between two different authoritative frameworks that still coexist, without
fully opposing each other. This account shows how traditional authorities recog-
nize the legitimacy of the PNTL, calling them and involving them in their problem
solving approach; and, in turn, the PNTL officer also recognized the legitimacy
and authority of the liurai. There is a clear, even if unconscious, opportunity
for both frameworks of action to work together towards social stability,
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consolidating the PNTL’s authority and legitimacy while not dismissing tra-
ditional authorities. This process is understandably unplanned and awkward,
particularly for the PNTL. The process is also extremely dependent on the
actual police officer on duty and his/her relation with the community and Timor-
ese traditional authorities. However, these frictions, where mutual recognition
take place and co-supporting dynamics exist, suggest the possibility of synergies
towards sustainable peace.

Democracy

Elections constitute another good example where frictions take place, holding the
potential to both support and undermine the democratization process underway
in the country. The 2002 Timorese Constitution states that sovereign and local
government members are to be elected, ‘through universal, free, direct, secret,
personal and regular suffrage’.41 In general, the implementation of the electoral
process in the parliamentary elections of 7 July 2012 complied with UN standards
for free, fair and competitive elections. The campaign period developed without
major incidents and within the Timorese legal framework in effect42 and the
actual elections ‘took place in a calm atmosphere and were organised in a
broadly transparent and credible manner’.43 The electoral process ‘was peaceful
and orderly, with no significant security incidents or irregularities’,44 ‘and gener-
ally met international standards’.45

Friction as an unplanned process is most visible in this case in the procedures
for counting votes. Transparency and public participation are the main elements
that reflect the Timorese appropriation of the UN electoral model. All the pro-
cedures are conducted with public scrutiny, including vote counting.46 Besides
accredited national and international observers and the population at large, a
group of officially accredited representatives from political parties and political
coalitions running for election oversees the whole process at each polling
centre, including the validation of each vote.47 The president of each polling
centre reads out loud each vote and shows the voting ballot to all present, separ-
ating the valid votes by candidates, and from null and blank votes.48 Whenever a
question is raised regarding a vote’s validity, the group of official accredited repre-
sentatives discusses if it accepts (aceita) or if it appeals (reclama) the polling offi-
cials’ proposal. Any doubt or appeal is decided by a majority of at least six polling
officials, with the president of the polling centre casting a vote in case of a tie.49

The polling officials attempt to reach a consensus on the validation of the vote in
question by listening to the different official representatives’ suggestions and
arguments and by mediating any opposing positions. Once, and if, consensus is
reached,50 it becomes a communitarian decision that acquires legitimacy and is
adopted by all. These decisions, however, are not registered in any official docu-
ment or reported to any official authority.

Consequently, different polling stations may decide contrarily on similar
cases, depending on the discussions and conclusions of the particular group of
monitoring and electoral officials at each polling station. In fact, what is really
fundamental is that there is agreement on a decision to be made, which is
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considered legitimate and final. This illustrates how an unplanned and sometimes
awkward encounter results from the local implementation of the UN electoral
model. This friction is again, in our understanding, a process that occurs in
every election held in Timor-Leste, allowing for the traditional communitarian
locus of decision to have an active role in the national electoral process. In this
case, we consider that this friction contributes both to the strengthening of the
democratic participative process through the enlarged involvement of the local
population and their representatives, and to reinforcing the legitimacy of the
elected candidates at the community level.

A second example of friction we identified was associated with decisions taken
at the polling station regarding irregularities. In one such case, an unregistered
voter showed up to vote. Voting procedures establish that s/he can vote as
long as s/he can provide identification confirming s/he is from that suco and
her/his name is registered in an additional voters’ list. So, s/he was allowed to
vote, but when s/he went to get the forefinger inked, the indelible ink controller
realized s/he had already voted elsewhere. Voting stopped at that polling station
and both polling officials and accredited observers, including the National Elec-
toral Committee (CNE) representatives, discussed what to do. The decision
was to continue with the voting and disregard the situation. S/he had after all
already cast her/his vote and deciding otherwise would prevent all other votes
cast up to that moment from being counted. Later on the same day, a senior
CNE official, who was visiting different voting centres to make sure all was
running smoothly, arrived and a bystander reported what had happened. The offi-
cial questioned the CNE’s representatives observing the voting procedures at that
polling centre and they all stated that no problems or irregularities had been
observed so far. This is clearly an unexpected, unplanned and awkward engage-
ment resulting from the application of an external electoral model into a strong
community-based society.

Voting multiple times constitutes an irregularity; it is not acceptable; it under-
mines democracy. However, the commitment towards democracy in Timor-Leste
is absolutely anchored in the idea that ‘no one should be denied the possibility to
vote’.51 The possibility of multiple voting is close to null due to the use of the
indelible ink. Consequently, the number of such irregularities was considered
by those officials and observers to be negligible when compared to the importance
of counting every vote and making sure the community knew their votes would be
counted. This example illustrates how consolidating the concept and practice of
democracy in Timor-Leste may not always fully comply with the requirements of
the UN electoral democratic model but also how different frictions may poten-
tially contribute to strengthening or undermining the embeddedness of democ-
racy in Timorese society.

The local governance structures at the suco level are yet another example to
illustrate how the results of the interaction between the modern and traditional
political structures may have the potential to structurally undermine national
stability. In 2004, legislation was passed in order to define the electoral process
for the liurais (suco leaders) and the Suco councils, which were so far chosen
based on sacred aspects or by inheritance.52 If, on the one side, this recognized
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the importance these traditional leaders and authorities had in society, on the
other hand it constituted a clear attempt to democratize local government accord-
ing to modern liberal principles.53 For instance, women can now be elected Suco
leaders54 and Suco councils have to include two women, a young man and a
young woman as well as a female or male elder.55 Elections were held in 2004/
2005 and 2009. Results reflected different dynamics. Female Suco leaders were
1.5 per cent and 2.2 per cent, respectively, reflecting some openness, but still a
high resistance to women leaders. In some sucos two parallel structures remained;
the elected democratic local governance structure and the traditional one. These
dynamics constitute a structural source of frictions, which have the potential to
create fissures in the community’s social tissue.

Conclusion

The UN presence in Timor-Leste accompanied the process of popular consul-
tation that led to independence and state consolidation in the past ten years.
This presence assumed different formats and mandates according to the identified
needs, revealing flexibility and capacity of adaptation, but also the challenges
involved in responding adequately to extreme situations. This article analysed
the relationship between external intervention and local actors; the intersection
where frictions take place. The analysis of frictions resulting from these inter-
actions demonstrated how these different dynamics have been taking place in
Timor-Leste, revealing a process that is not straightforward or linear. In fact,
as argued, they vary in intensity, they may be intertwined and they change accord-
ing to the political, economic and social contexts in which they are embedded.
This means they might be understood as on-going processes of awkward engage-
ments and, constituting crucial elements in the (un)sustainable nature of a peace-
building process.

The examples of the evolving nature of security forces and the democratizing
processes in Timor-Leste are relevant in exemplifying these inter-connections in
differentiated forms of friction that have emerged between the UN intervention
and the local dimension. In the case of frictions, we provided two examples
that illustrated the unplanned and unexpected nature of the incidents, showing
how these awkward and potentially destabilizing engagements actually contribu-
ted to supporting and embedding ‘universals’. In the case of public security, a see-
mingly positive characteristic of the UN mission, the fact that it was the most
multi-national intervention so far resulted in unplanned and unstable results
regarding the upholding of Timor-Leste’s Constitution. Several of the contribut-
ing states to the UN police force provided officers who had no democratic or
human rights experience. This reality created awkward engagements between
rendering a UN sanctioned model operational in Timor-Leste and the means (per-
sonnel and training methodology) to effectively do it. This situation led the
Timorese government to take full responsibility for training its police force,
resorting to bilateral agreements for specific issue-areas.

This friction triggered a response that prevented a potentially destabilizing
dynamic regarding the consolidation of democratic and human rights protective
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practices by the newly created and trained Timorese police. Similarly, the episode
regarding double voting in the 2012 parliamentary elections, although clearly
against UN democratic procedures and values, ended up creating an opportunity
for the community to decide the course of action and, consequently, provided
legitimacy to their decision to disregard the incident. Moreover, this decision
was based on the principle that every vote should count and that this was more
important than the actual irregularity. The legitimacy of community decisions
associated with the commitment towards a broader understanding of democracy
allowed the reversal of a potentially destabilizing friction into a community-based
legitimacy and democratic strength. As Tsing puts it, universals, such as democ-
racy, ‘are limited by the practical necessity of mobilizing adherents’ and they
should be ‘considered as practical objects accomplished in a heterogeneous
world’.56

This also holds true when frictions are understood as on-going processes.
These frictions can be found, in the Timorese case, at the level of implementation
of the model, where daily interactions between the external model and the local
structures take place. For instance, there is a constant friction between the Timor-
ese modern police and the local authorities’ approach to restoring stability and
peace. This process is unplanned and characterized by awkward engagements
between police officers and local leaders, creating a constant friction between
these structures. In this case, the process is extremely dependent on the actual
actors involved; their perceptions, values, beliefs and even loyalties. This article
describes an example which contributed to the restoration of social order and
harmony, but where potential for these traditional community-based decisions
to create unstable social dynamics also exists. Consequently, these frictions
need not necessarily be eliminated, but need to be identified, monitored and nour-
ished when contributing in a constructive manner to peacebuilding, or addressed
to prevent or alleviate their potential negative impact on the peacebuilding
process underway.

Also, both the vote counting procedures and the election of Suco Leaders
(liurais) provided other examples where frictions are taking place with different
impacts. In the first case, although running the risk of distinct polling centres
deciding to validate votes differently, community-based decisions are introduced
into the UN democratic electoral model and, in fact, this friction allows democ-
racy ‘to spread as [a] framework for the practice of power’.57 Consequently, this
process contributes to the local legitimacy of democratic, albeit community
based, values in the Timorese electoral model. The second example given,
regarding the election of the liurais has the potential to work in the opposite
direction. The plan to democratize local government did not exactly conclude
as expected. Values and practices do not change nor are they transferred from
one system to another by decree. In this case, this on-going friction, this struc-
tural process of awkward engagements between the UN democratic governance
model and the Timorese traditional authority system, is yet to be fully unra-
velled. The potential to undermine social stability is enormous, but it very
much depends on the framing of this transference and on the confidence-building
measures adopted.
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The analysis provided in this article speaks directly to Tsing’s work on how
‘universals become practically effective’,58 illustrating how frictions are on-
going processes. For the process of peacebuilding it is crucial to take into
account how the external intervention model may become adjustable and
embedded in local processes of legitimacy and authority. This allows for a
natural combination of external assistance with local specificities, without
raising issues about imposition or alienation. Concurring with Tsing, ‘the possi-
bilities of friction’59 are enormous and the Timorese case illustrates how includ-
ing the local, not only at the institutional level, but also regarding policy
implementation, becomes fundamental in a sustainable peacebuilding process.
Analysing frictions alerts us to the potentially disruptive or constructive dynamics
that can be found in the interaction both at the national, but probably more
importantly, at the everyday local level. The case study of Timor-Leste highlights
the importance of identifying potential frictions in order to minimize/promote
their impacts in building a sustainable peace in the country. The example of
Timor-Leste shows dynamics of both convergence and divergence between the
external UN model and the Timorese local social framework of action, with
the external and the local both intertwining and conflicting with each other, as
analysed, constituting a most interesting case-study in terms of lessons learnt
and lessons to be learnt.
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